A brief review of sliding mode control is undertaken, with particular emphasis upon the effects of neglected parasitic dynamics. Sliding mode control as implemented with boundary layers is then interpreted in the frequency domain. The inclusion of asymptotic observers and reference model hedging' is shown to reduce the effects of neglected parasitic dynamics. Application of the resulting observer/hedging-based sliding mode technique to the design of a robust longitudinal control system for a highly unstable aircraft is described. The sliding mode controller is shown to exhibit stability and performance robustness superior to that of a classical loop-shaped design when signi®cant changes in vehicle and actuator dynamics are employed to model airframe damage.
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INTRODUCTION
The performance demands of modern ®ghter aircraft have led to the introduction of vehicles with unstable bare-airframe dynamics. These aircraft often exhibit divergent modes well beyond the control capabilities of the human pilot. An emerging requirement for the¯ight control systems for these vehicles is stability and performance robustness in the presence of airframe damage. In the military sector, a signi®cant percentage of aircraft losses can be attributed to¯ight control damage such as loss of hydraulics and actuator and control effector damage [1] . In the civilian sector, signi®cant increases in air travel have been accompanied by a renewed interest in safety, including tolerance of an aircraft to damage and subsystem failure [2] . The interest in¯ight safety and damage survivability has motivated research in failure/damage tolerant¯ight control systems such as recon®gurable or restructurablē ight control systems (e.g. see references [2] to [5] ). Most recon®gurable or restructurable¯ight control system design techniques require one or more of the following: (a) failure detection/isolation, (b) control reallocation, (c) parameter identi®cation and (d) system recon®guration. In applications involving aircraft with highly unstable modes, the time requirement for these actions may be prohibitive. Thus an approach for designing stability and command augmentation systems (SCASs) that exhibit robustness to system failure/ damage and that obviate operations (a) to (d) would be of de®nite interest. One such approach is that offered by sliding mode control (SMC).
In its purest incarnation, SMC offers a control system with instantaneous and complete`adaptation' to what is termed`matched uncertainty', i.e. SMC requires no failure detection/isolation, control reallocation, parameter identi®cation and system recon®guration. The fundamental concepts describing SMC were ®rst seen in the Russian literature in the 1930s. It was not until the 1970s that the ideas of SMC appeared in the Western literature when a text by Itkis [6] and a survey paper by Utkin [7] appeared. By the early 1990s, applications of SMC became numerous. These included robot control, motor control and aircraft and spacecraft control. A recent text is devoted entirely to SMC design [8] . The next section will offer a brief overview of SMC concepts.
SLIDING MODE CONTROL
Consider the uncertain system with m inputs and n states described by 1. During the sliding mode, the trajectory dynamics are of a lower order than the original model. 2. While on the sliding mode, the system dynamics are solely governed by the parameters that describe the line rˆ0 and are insensitive to the uncertainty function x…x, t † in equation (1). 3. The trajectory of the sliding mode is one that is not inherent in either of the two control structures alone.
It is item 2 immediately above that summarizes the invariance possible with SM C. N othing has been said thus far about guaranteeing that the system will reach the sliding surface and remain on the surface once it is on it. Existence of the sliding mode requires stability of the state trajectory to the surface, or at least in some neighbourhood surrounding the surface, known as the 'region of attraction'. In order for the sliding surface to be attractive, the trajectories of r…t † must be directed towards it. This can be stated succinctly as requiring
which is called the 'reachability condition'.
Sliding mode designÐmulti-input, multi-output systems
There are many SMC design approaches in the literature. Indeed, an in®nite variety of control strategies can achieve sliding behaviour. The approach to be followed herein is based upon feedback linearization, as discussed in references [10] and [11] . The two major assumptions are involved in this approach are: 1. The system is square, i.e. with an equal number of inputs and outputs. 2. The system is feedback linearizable; i.e. no transmission zeros lie in the right half plane and uncontrollable states must be stable.
If the system in question meets these criteria, it is possible to decouple the outputs with the given inputs. 
Note that these have orders exactly one less than the relative order for the corresponding state variable, where relative order refers to the order of the derivative of y i necessary to ensure that a term containing an element of u appears. Here e iˆyr, i …t † ¡ y i …t †, e … j † id j e i =dt j . The coef®cients c i, j , Viˆ1, m and Vjˆ0, r i ¡ 2, are design parameters which can be chosen in a number of ways, e.g. to achieve the desired eigenvalue placement of the decoupled differential equations of the output variables. In a later section, a frequency-domain approach to the selection of the c i will be presented. It is also common to include an integral term, c i, ¡1
" e i dt, in the sliding equations to account for a potential steady state error, which can occur when utilizing a sliding mode boundary layer. The control law that can be used is
In order to prove system stability reference can be made to the scalar version of equation (3) . The parameter r i will appear in the expression for _ s s i . The minimum r i that will provide global attractiveness to the sliding surface in ®nite time is then determined, i.e. one that ensures that _ s s i s i < 0. However, in systems in which a human agent is active in outer-loop control, such as in a piloted aircraft, this approach is problematic, as expressions for s and _ s s will be an unknown function of the pilot's control inputs.
Implementation issues
While very attractive from a robustness standpoint, serious implementation issues must be addressed in SMC applications. The most serious of these issues is the in®nite frequency switching that occurs when the control law of equation (6) is used in a control system. The switching has been called`chatter' by some researchers, although, strictly speaking, chatter refers to a related (and undesirable) phenomenon in which the state trajectories chatter along the sliding manifold. The simplest and most common approach for the elimination of in®nite frequency switching in the control law is use of a so-called boundary layer in which the signum function of equation (6) is replaced by an approximation, e.g. a saturation element. The result of using such an element is that the control becomes continuous and the states become attracted to a small boundary layer surrounding the switching surface. Since the ideal sliding motion is lost, the resulting system is often referred to as pseudo-sliding. In addition, when a boundary layer is introduced, invariance is lost, although the system still retains much of its robustness. Ensuring that suf®cient robustness remains in the design constitutes the major challenge of the research to be described.
Unmodelled parasitic dynamics
Unmodelled parasitic dynamics refer to dynamics of the vehicle that are typically neglected in the design procedure. In¯ight control applications, these can include actuator dynamics. Unfortunately, SMC designs are very sensitive to the effects of unmodelled parasitic dynamics [12] . The simplest solution to the actuator problem would appear to be the inclusion of actuator models as part of the vehicle model. However, including actuator dynamics will increase the relative orders of the system, and, as equation (5) indicates, the order of the manifolds. This means, for example, that inclusion of a second-order actuator model will require at least two derivatives of the system output in the de®nition of the sliding surfaces. In practice, measurement noise makes this approach very unattractive. As will be seen in a later section, using reduced-order actuator models in the design is a viable alternative to either neglecting the actuator dynamics altogether or incorporating the full models of these elements in the design.
A number of approaches have been offered in the literature for dealing with the effects of parasitic dynamics. These include:
(a) dynamic boundary layers in which the boundary layer thickness is continuously adjusted to keep the controller operating in the linear region, (b) disturbance compensation in which an SMC disturbance estimator is employed, (c) SMC design with a pre®lter in which actuator dynamics are incorporated as a pre®lter to the SMC, (d) observer-based SMC in which an asymptotic observer is placed in the feedback path for the SMC.
The observer-based approach will be adopted in the research to be described. This decision is based upon the relative simplicity of this technique and the fact that it is easily amenable to a frequency domain description. As will be demonstrated, separate observers for each feedback variable (each decoupled control loop in an M IM O system) can be employed in the design.
The observer equation is given by
where K e is the observer gain matrix. The A, B and C matrices are linearized versions of the matrices appearing in equation (4) . Observer eigenvalues are selected as real and (nearly) identical. They can be shown to affect SMC performance in the following manner. Large observer eigenvalues increase the robustness of the SMC design to variations in vehicle characteristics but also increase the susceptibility of the design to the deleterious effects of unmodelled parasitic dynamics.
Small observer eigenvalues decrease the robustness of the SMC design to variations in vehicle characteristics, but also decrease the susceptibility of the design to the effects of unmodelled parasitic dynamics. The SMC approach to be described will utilize`reference model hedging' [13] to permit large observer eigenvalues while minimizing susceptibility to parasitic dynamics. Figure 1 shows an SISO control system including the asymptotic observers and reference model hedging as just outlined. The`plant' in Fig. 1 is described by the A and B matrices of equation (4). The variable z represents a measurable system output that may or may not be the desired response variable y. Note that here and elsewhere, the output of the SMC system will be denoted u c while the output of actuators is denoted u a . The variables denotedŷ y i represent estimates of the elements of the output vector y in equation (7). In Fig. 1 , G h represents a model of the vehicle. In the frequency domain approach to be described, G h is generalized and simpli®ed to the following form:
Reference model hedging
where r i is the relative order of the output variable of interest. Likewise, the ®lter G f is a high-pass ®lter of the form
The selection of the parameters in equations (8) and (9) is based upon a Bode diagram of the hedge transfer functionŷ y h =y c [13] . Referring to Fig. 1 , G h G f is created so that the magnitude portion of its Bode diagram exhibits the following characteristics:
(a) ‡ 20 dB/dec slope at low frequencies, (b) ¡ 20r 1 dB/dec slope at frequencies where the (neglected) actuator dynamics distort the magnitude The gain K h is then varied until the transfer function y y h =y r in Fig. 1 closely approximates that for the vehicle without parasitic dynamics while employing as large eigenvalues as possible in the corresponding observer. The similarity between this generalized hedging and loop-transfer recovery as utilized in linear quadratic Gaussian control designs should be noted [14] .
The system of Fig. 1 can be simpli®ed to that of Fig. 2 in which the original vehicle, actuator models, observers and hedging dynamics are replaced by an`equivalent' plant P e [13] . The goal of the loop-shaping procedure just described involving observers and hedging is simply to create an effective plant P e whose Bode plots …ŷ y=u c † resemble that of the vehicle without parasitic dynamics. In doing this, much of the robustness of the original SMC design can be regained.
SMC design procedure
An SMC design procedure can now be presented in a step-by-step fashion. As part of the procedure, a computer simulation of the system is created. Here, this is accomplished using MATLAB 1 and Simulink 1 . The steps are directed towards the single loop of an SISO system or any single loop of an MIMO system. In either case, only a scalar sliding surface de®nition is involved. The procedure will be couched in terms appropriate for the¯ight control example that follows:
1. Plant de®nition. A vehicle model is chosen. It may or may not include reduced-order actuator model(s) per the designer's choice. A`limit frequency' is de®ned above when parasitic dynamics become a concern. 2. Reference model. A reference model is chosen. Since this study is directed towards the design of piloted vehicles, a reference model selection should be predicated upon achieving level 1 handling qualities. 3. Sliding surface de®nition. The desired feedback structure is determined, e.g. a pitch rate command ight control system. If there are multiple actuators serviced by each pseudo-control produced by the SMC system, a control distribution matrix must be created, e.g. using the pseudo-inverse approach of reference [13] . The sliding manifold can then be created using the following rules:
(a) s is derived from a tracking error expression [equation (5)]. An integral term is also included that compensates for the addition of the boundary layer: (10) can be transformed into the Laplace domain and expressed as
In the frequency domain, the c i are chosen to produce desirable properties around the crossover frequency of the loop transmission de®ned by equation (11), i.e. a K/s-like transfer function [14] . This will always be possible to achieve since enough derivatives are included in equation (10) [and powers of s in equation (11)] in order to produce the desired shape at frequencies at least as high as the limit frequency. K r is also obtained in this step and determines the crossover frequency. Since the signum function will be replaced by a saturation element with a +1 limit, K r represents the largest possible control output of the SMC. Thus, to use the entire range of the actuator suite in question, the minimum K r must be equal to or greater than the position limit of the actuator with the largest position limit. Also note that the crossover frequency obtained will typically be very large and well beyond the limit frequency. This is of no concern at this juncture.
4. Sliding behaviour. The existence of the sliding mode is now con®rmed. Here the signum function is used without a boundary layer in a Simulink 1 simulation of the system. A test input is applied to the SMC system, typically consisting of a random or randomappearing signal with a root mean square (r.m.s.) This should be possible even with large variations in plant dynamics. Modifying r may be necessary in this step. If e increases above 1, r is increased proportionally to maintain a constant r=eˆK r . 6. Parasitic dynamics. The dynamics of the operational actuators are now included in the Simulink 1 simulation of the system. This will almost surely cause the system to be unstable. 7. Observers. The design of the observers is of critical importance to the tracking performance and robustness of the entire system. The poles of this observer should be chosen to lie between the limit frequency and the bandwidth of the reference model. In the MIMO case, an independent observer on each feedback channel can signi®cantly improve tracking performance and robustness by allowing different observer eigenvalues in each loop. 8. Hedging. The model reference hedging is designed in the frequency domain as described in section 2.4. 9. Steps 7 and 8 are repeated with a goal of maximizing the observer eigenvalues to improve robustness. 10. Reduced-order model actuators. If desired, and if not included in step 1, actuator models may be included in the design, but of lower order than the actual, operational actuators. Steps 3 to 9 are repeated. As a rule of thumb, the bandwidth of the lower-order actuators should be chosen to be approximately 60 per cent of the operational ones. This step can improve system robustness by including a lower-order model of parasitic dynamics without requiring excessive differentiation of the error signal in the sliding surface de®nition of equation (10).
DESIGN EXAMPLE
The contribution of this research is the successful extension of the design technique outlined in reference [13] to an example in which:
(a) the actuators are not neglected but rather represented by lower-order models, thereby improving robustness, at the possible expense of increased measurement noise ampli®cation, (b) a¯exible mode is present in the vehicle and (c) the vehicle is a highly unstable.
The increased measurement noise ampli cation is attributable to the higher error derivatives that must appear in the de nition of the sliding mode when any actuator model is included in the design; i.e. the relative order increases by the order of the actuator model considered at the design stage.
Vehicle model
The aircraft model to be employed describes the longitudinal dynamics of a forward-swept wing aeroelastic vehicle as developed in reference [15] . The model of reference [15] is extended here to include thrust effects. Figure 3 shows the general vehicle con®guration. The linearized vehicle dynamics are given below for a¯ight condition of steady, wings-level¯ight at sea level at a trim airspeed of 1000 ft/s. US customary units rather than SI units are employed to agree with the model description of reference [15] . The vehicle model for two different centre of gravity (c.g.) locations is given below, with subscripts`a' and`c' denoting aft and centre c.g. locations respectively: 
…14 †
The control surface actuator dynamics and simpli®ed engine model are given in Table 1 , together with associated position and rate limits. The aeroelastic characteristics of the vehicle with the centre c.g. location has the following modal properties:
Wing bending mode:
o nˆ6 0 rad=s, zˆ0:165
The SMC design itself will be based upon the model with the centre c.g. location and will neglect the structural mode. The aft c.g. con®guration with the structural mode, however, will be utilized in a computer simulation of the resulting vehicle and SCAS. Neglecting elastic modes is not a sound design practice. Here the assumption was that the mode was simply unknown to the analyst. This approach was followed to demonstrate that the high-bandwidth characteristics of the SMC design were not inherently destabilizing to the structural mode. It should be noted that this vehicle is highly unstable. With the centre c.g. location, the longitudinal dynamics exhibit an aperiodically divergent mode with a time-to-double amplitude of 0.094 s. With the aft c.g. location, the time-to-double amplitude of this mode decreases to 0.087 s. Measurement noise will be included in the computer simulation of the system. The measurement noise models consist of ®ltered white noise, with the ®lter dynamics given by
The white noise power was adjusted to yield r.m.s. values of the measured models.
SMC reference model
The SCAS will be a pitch-rate command and airspeedhold system, with the pilot controlling pitch attitude through the pitch rate. The reference model for the pitch-rate command system is G r …s †ˆc …s †ˆ1 0 2 s 2 ‡ 260:707610s ‡ 10 2 …16 †
Using the bandwidth/phase delay criterion of reference [16] , these dynamics are predicted to yield level 1 handling qualities. Since the airspeed loop was not a command±response system, no airspeed reference model was needed.
Pilot model
A control theoretic model of the human pilot was included in the computer simulations to be described. This model was compensatory in nature and assumed that the pilot was following some commanded pitch± attitude time history, e.g. that commanded on a head-up display unit in the cockpit. The pilot model was the structural model as described in reference [17] and included a model for the force±feel system of the cockpit inceptor, given by Y FSˆ2 5 2 s 2 ‡ 260:707625s ‡ 25 2 inceptor position applied force …17 †
The structural pilot modelling procedure includes a normalization process that eliminates any dependence upon the units associated with Y FS . The pilot model will control only the vehicle pitch attitude, with the airspeedhold feature of the control system design maintaining a desired trim airspeed. The pilot model is shown in Fig. 4 . The model parameters were chosen as described in reference [17] under the assumption that the dynamics between the pilot's control input and the resulting pitch rate were determined by the reference model given in equation (16) . The crossover frequency for the pilot/ vehicle control loop was selected as 1.5 rad/s. 
Design detailsÐnominal vehicle (centre c.g. location)
The control distribution matrix for the design was chosen as
…18 †
This means that the SMC pseudo-control for pitch rate will be distributed uniformly to both the canard and aperon. The negative sign arises because of the fact that pitching moments of opposite sign arise from positive de¯ections of the canard and¯aperon. The distribution of equation (18) was chosen for simplicity. Figure 5 shows the architecture for the complete pilot/ vehicle system. For the purposes of this design, lower (®rst)-order actuator dynamics will be assumed for the canard and¯aperon. The engine model, was, however, neglected in the design. Figure 6 shows the Bode plot of the q/u cq transfer function for the vehicle with assumed ®rst-order actuators for the canard and¯aperon but no aeroelastic mode. Using the 60 per cent bandwidth ®gure cited in design step 10 of section 2.5, these actuators have the form
The ¡ 40 dB/dec slope of the magnitude curve at high frequencies in Fig. 6 indicates that a relative order r qˆ2 . Thus, equation (11) becomes
where u cq is the pseudo-control associated with the control of pitch rate, q. Note that equation (20) takes the The existence of sliding behaviour is now established through a computer simulation of the system. Here, the reference model is ignored and the input to the SMC system is chosen as a random-appearing sum of seven sinusoids with the r.m.s. value of q c chosen as 45 deg/s. It was found that K r had to be increased from the value in equation (21) to K rˆ0 .6 in order to induce sliding behaviour. This value also ensures that the limiting value of K r corresponds to the largest of the position limits of the actuators serviced by u cq (358 for thē aperon actuator). With the q loop closed using the continuous control law of equation (21), the airspeed-loop compensation was designed. No SMC system was incorporated for the airspeed loop, since this was a relatively low-bandwidth system. The airspeed compensation was created as
00 lbf =…ft=s † … 22 † and resulted in a 1 rad/s crossover frequency in the airspeed loop. A boundary layer for the q loop was now created by replacing the signum element with a saturation element and replacing K r by r/e. It was found that eˆ1.0 eliminated the in®nite frequency switching behaviour and did not require any modi®cation of r, as discussed in design step 5 of section 2.5. Following design step 6, parasitic dynamics are now added to the simulation and, as expected, instability results.
Separate observers were next designed for the airspeed and pitch-rate loops. The eigenvalues for each observer were set to the limit frequencies for each control loop as de®ned in design step 1. These were de®ned as 30 rad/s for the q loop and 1 rad/s for the airspeed loop. These values corresponded to the minimum undamped natural frequencies of the actuators driven by the pseudocontrol u cq and the inverse time constant of the engine model driven by u a . To avoid numerical problems in the observer pole-placement algorithm, the eigenvalues for the q-loop observer were not identical:
lˆ¡ 30, ¡ 31, ¡ 32, ¡ 33 a loop: lˆ¡ 1
…23 †
Note that in Fig. 5 , the reduced-order actuator models are explicitly included in the observer loop. Hence the number of eigenvalues for the q loop is four, the order of the vehicle dynamics, including ®rst-order actuators but neglecting the aeroelastic mode and the engine model. The single eigenvalue for the airspeed-loop observer is based upon a simpli®ed, low-frequency model of the airspeed to thrust dynamics of the vehicle with the highfrequency q loop closed using the linear compensation of equation (21). Figure 8 shows the effect of various eigenvalue ranges on the transfer functionq q=u cq (an element of the effective plant P e in Fig. 2 ). Model reference hedging was next designed for the q loop. The effects of this hedging are shown in Fig. 9 . The Fig. 7 Compensated q-loop system hedging function is denoted K h G h G f , as described in section 2.4 and shown in Fig. 1 . Here,
…s ‡ 20 †…s ‡ 45 † 2 …s ‡ 80 † …24 † By increasing K h in equation (24), the magnitude of the K h G h G f Bode plot translates vertically. In doing so, the magnitude and phase distortion of theq q=u cq Bode plot evident in Fig. 8 can be reduced considerably compared to that for the vehicle with no parasitic dynamic, as Fig. 9 indicates. Figure 10 shows the ®nal K h G h G f and=u cq Bode plots. The results presented in Fig. 10 are of central importance to the design. The ®gure indicates that the combination of linear asymptotic observers and reference model hedging has created an equivalent plant that closely approximates that of the actual vehicle without parasitic dynamics. This, in turn, allows the SMC system to retain much of its robustness, and does so without higher-order error signal differentiation that would be necessary if the full-order actuator models were included in the design. No iteration between steps 7 and 8 was undertaken in this example design.
Damage de®nitions and analysis

Damage condition 1
The`damage' to the aircraft in this example will be modelled as follows. The canard and¯aperon actuators will operate with 0.025 s time delays. In addition, the actuator effectiveness (gain) will be reduced by 50 per cent. Excluding elements describing kinematic relationships, each element of the A and B matrices in the state description of the vehicle will be perturbed by + 20 per cent. Using the A matrix as an example, this perturbation is implemented as follows: A damage …i, j †Â …i, j †‰1 ‡ 0:2…¡1 † j Š. Obviously, these changes do not accurately describe any particular damage scenario. They were selected for ease of implementation.
Damage condition 2
An additional damage scenario will be brie¯y considered that will not be included in the analyses to follow, but will be simulated. In this damage, no delays or gain reductions are considered in the actuators, but thē aperon will jam at d fˆ5 8. The 20 per cent changes in the non-kinematic elements of the vehicle A and B matrices will be retained. Figure 11 shows the loop transmission that results from the complete system of Fig. 5 (without the pilot) when the loop is broken at the input to the canard actuator. Similar results hold when the loop is broken at the input to the¯aperon actuator. Results for the nominal vehicle (undamaged, centre c.g. location) and that with damage condition 1 are shown. As Fig. 11 indicates, adequate stability margins are in evidence for the loop cut before the¯aperon actuator, but the margins are small for the damaged vehicle with the loop cut before the canard actuator. These small margins are attributable to the severity of the`damage' and to the large control power of the canard. Figure 12 shows the magnitudes of the transfer functions between the pseudo-control u cq and a noise signal injected in parallel with the measured vehicle output of the pitch rate q…t † for the nominal vehicle and that with damage condition 1. As the ®gure indicates, noise ampli®cation due to q noise is signi®cant at high frequencies for both nominal and damaged vehicles. This ampli®cation is attributable to the derivative term in the PID controller of equation (20), which in turn derives from the inclusion of ®rst-order actuator models in the SMC design.
Stability margins and measurement noise ampli®cation
Equivalent loop transmissions
Is it useful to obtain an equivalent loop transmission for the q loop of the SMC design for the purposes of comparison with a classical design to be presented in the next section. First, a closed-loop transfer function is obtained as
where q c is the output of the reference model of Fig. 5 and the notation a ! d t indicates that the airspeed loop is considered closed in the calculation of G. L equiv is the loop transmission of an equivalent, unity-feedback system that has the same closed-loop transfer function as that of the SMC system. Solving equation (25) for L equiv yields the y/e transfer function in Fig. 2 .
Classical loop-shaping design
To provide a meaningful assessment of the performance and robustness bene®ts of the SMC design just presented, a comparison design was created. This design was obtained through classical loop-shaping procedures using ®xed compensators in the forward loops of the square feedback system controlling the pitch rate and airspeed. The airspeed compensation for the classical design was identical to that for the SMC system. The q-loop compensation is given by
:0…s ‡ 0:1 †…s ‡ 10 † 2 …s ‡ 35 † s 2 …s ‡ 2:2 †…s ‡ 500 † …26 † Figure 13 compares the L equiv transfer functions for the classical and SMC designs for the nominal vehicle. As can be seen from the ®gure, the L equiv for the SMC system exhibits a larger crossover frequency and signi®cantly less high-frequency phase lag than the classical design. It should be noted that an attempt to increase the crossover frequency of the classical design to that of the SMC design would require additional lead equalization in the compensation of equation (26). For example, a`modi®ed' classical design could be created incorporating an additional zero at sˆ¡ 65, an additional high-frequency pole at sˆ¡ 500, with the compensator gain adjusted to yield a crossover frequency equal to that of L equiv in Fig. 13 . Even with this modi®cation, high-frequency phase lags may still be unacceptable in the loop transmission. The effect of this modi®cation will be demonstrated in what follows.
Simulated pilot/vehicle performance
The pitch±attitude command for the pilot/vehicle system was chosen as a series of ®ltered pulses + 58 in magnitude, with each pulse lasting 5 s. To demonstrate the system robustness, the undamaged vehicle model chosen is the one corresponding to the aft c.g. position, rather than the centre position used in the design. The actual second-order actuators are now included, as well as the engine model and aeroelastic mode. Finally, an unmodelled 0.015 s time delay was included in the measurements of q…t † and a…t †. Thè damage' described in the previous section was introduced 20 s into the computer simulation of the pilot/vehicle system. Note that no changes in the pilot model dynamics are considered after failure. While a human pilot can adapt to changes in vehicle characteristics, the conservative assumption is that the pilot will not adapt. Figure 14 shows the pitch±attitude pilot/vehicle tracking performance for the SMC design in damage Figure 15 shows the canard and time history. Because of the control allocation of equation (18), the¯aperon time history is essentially the negative of that of the canard and is not shown. The airspeed and thrust time histories are essentially unaffected by the failure. The pitch± attitude pilot/vehicle tracking for the classical design indicated that almost immediately after the damage the system becomes unstable. The comparisons between the SMC and classical designs clearly demonstrate the superiority of the SMC design as regards stability and performance robustness. Figure 16 shows the canard time history when the modi®ed form of the classical design, as de®ned in section 3.5.5, was used with no damage but with the aft c.g. position. An examination of the canard-de¯ection rate showed the surface to be in rate saturation for nearly the entire time history. This performance problem was attributable to the effect of the additional 0.015 s of unmodelled measurement time delay. Figure 17 shows the pitch±attitude pilot/vehicle tracking performance for the SMC design for damage condition 2. Again, little degradation in performance occurs after the damage at 20 s. Figures 18 and 19 show the canard and¯aperon time histories respectively. Although not shown, the classical design immediately became unstable with this failure. 
Handling qualities predictions
The fact that the vehicle damage considered in the previous sections could be described by linear systems allows the prediction of handling qualities. Bandwidth/ phase delay was selected as the analysis metric [16] . The calculations were carried out including the dynamics of the force-feel system, as suggested in reference [16] . Figure 20 shows the boundaries of this metric and the bandwidth/phase delay points for the con®gurations examined in the previous section. All points were calculated at the off-design, aft c.g. position. For this reason, the nominal system receives only a border-line level 1 prediction. No points were plotted for the classical design in either damage conditions, since the simulated pilot/vehicle system was unstable. It can be seen that the damage conditions signi®cantly degrade handling qualities of the vehicle, even with the SMC design. This is particularly true for damage condition 1. This result is attributable to the severity of the modelled damage, in particular the 0.04 s total additional time delay …0.025 ‡ 0.015 † accruing in the pitch-rate control loop.
STRUCTURAL MODES
As mentioned in section 3.1, neglecting structural modes is generally not sound design practice; indeed, instability could result. Here it was assumed that the wing-bending mode was simply unknown to the analyst. If approximations to these modes are known, they can be included as part of the vehicle model along with the rigid-body modes. This approach is attractive, since inclusion of structural modes will not increase the relative order of the system, i.e. will not require additional error signal differentiations in equation (5) [18].
CONCLUSIONS
Based upon the research that has been described, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. A practical,¯ight control system design methodology is feasible based upon sliding mode techniques. The sliding mode design is interpreted in the frequency domain and can be created through a step-by-step procedure. 2. The combination of sliding surface boundary layers, asymptotic observers and reference model`hedging' minimizes the adverse effects of neglected parasitic dynamics upon the control scheme. 3. In an example focusing upon the longitudinal control of a model of a highly unstable aircraft, the sliding mode design exhibited superior stability and performance robustness as compared to a classical, loopshaped design. This robustness is attributable to the signi®cantly higher equivalent crossover frequency that can be obtained with the sliding mode approach. 4. The use of reduced-order models of actuator dynamics is a feasible alternative to neglecting them entirely in the design procedure, albeit at the price of higher measurement noise ampli®cation. The advantage of this approach is the increased robustness that is obtained.
